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Dear Emmy — Thank you for the Alleged Ball Program. Everyone I sent told me that it was a happy experience... and thank you for the pictures of your pond. I see that they were taken together. Daniel looks very thoughtful and sensitive. I hope that constructive change will soon be implemented by the administration so that young men like Daniel may have reason to trust the wisdom...
The government and pursue their own gifts for a life and a career even while participating in common concerns.

I assume that you've not come to Palm Springs. It's hot in the midday but we stay indoors there those hours (the cottage is un-conditioned) and we do our work in the sweet silence of no phone-ringing. At night the stars are near and the air is soft and cool. We recline outdoors, drink cold beer and chat. For you--it's only two days; Santa Barbara may be better. It has some interests too; that P.S. doesn't.

Happy days to you and yours, Goodbye.
Dear Emmy – thank you for the Allegro Ball Program. Everyone I sent told me that it was a happy experience. And thank you for the pictures of your sons (I see that they were taken together.) Daniel looks very thoughtful and sensitive. I hope that constructive changes will soon be implemented by the administration so that young men like Daniel may have reason to trust the wisdom.
of the government and pursue their own gifts for a life and a career even while participating in common concerns. I assume that you’ve not come to Palm Springs. It’s hot in the mid-day but we stay indoors thru those hours (the cottage is air-conditioned) and we do our work in the sweet silence of no phone ringing. At night the stars are near and the air is soft and cool--. We recline outdoors, drink cold beer and chat. For you – if it’s only two days, Santa Barbara may be better. It has some interests too that P.S. doesn’t. Happy days to you and yours.

Fondly
Anna